
A Port-a-guard Expandable Barrier designed for
uneven flooring surfaces

The newly designed Flexi Expanding Barrier in the Port-a-guard range has two sides that
each expand out to 2.5 metres, which means you can close off a total area of 5 metres.

The expandable safety barrier still retains the unique function that allows it to pivot
through a full 270 degrees. It still also boasts its ability to step up to 300mm for
changing floor levels, such as steps or uneven ground.

The re-design of the construction, including the combination of high quality aluminium
and moulded plastic components, have now ensured the usability, toughness and
longevity of the safety barrier. They are finished in powder coated Red and White or Black
and Yellow.

 Print Your Free Awareness Signs

Port-a-guard Flexi Expandable Barriers

 1300 55 33 20

Ability to expand out to 5 metres.

Pivots at the middle through 270 degrees.

Can step up to 300mm for changing floor levels.

Available in Red/White or Black/Yellow.

Made from powder coated aluminium and high-tech
plastics.

Compact design weighs 9.2kgs.

Width when closed 300mm. Width when fully
extended 2 x 2500mm.

Spare parts and accessories available.

Free wall receiver and sign brackets.
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Mobile Expanding Safety
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Port-a-guard Light
Expandable Barrier

Port-a-guard Utility
Expandable Barriers

Port-a-guard Standard 6
Metre Expandable Barrier
Kit

Port-a-guard Standard 3
Metre Expandable Barrier
Kit

Port-a-guard Flexi
Expandable Barriers

Port-a-guard Maxi
Expandable Barriers

Code Image Product Name

BPG2BY Port-a-Guard Flexi Expandable Barrier 5m - Black/Yellow

BPG2RW Port-a-Guard Flexi Expandable Barrier 5m - Red/White

Description: 2 x 2.5 metre portable expanding barrier.

Material: Extruded aluminium posts and slats. Injection moulded ABS plastic fittings.

Finish: Powder coated aluminium and black ABS.

Height: 990mm without castors (open). 1090mm with optional locking castors (open).

Width: 2 x 2.5 (5) metres expanded. 300mm closed.

Weight: 9.2 kilograms (boxed).

 Can I get Port-a-Guards in custom colours?

 We are currently compiling a list of additional services that might apply to this product.
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From Just Ask

Does an expandable barrier have wheels?

Can you use an expandable barrier outdoors?

Can I get Port-a-Guards in custom colours?

What are the different types of expanding
barriers available in the market?

From the Blog

How to Improve Pedestrian Queue
Control [infographic]
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